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HOWARD SHORE
Aniron

(Theme For Aragorn and Arwen)

Enya and
Nicky Ryan
From darkness I understand the night:
dreams flow, a star shines…
Ah! I desire *Evenstar.*

Look! A star rises out of darkness
The song of the star enchants my heart
Ah! I desire…

Rohan
Eowyn’s theme

The King of the golden Hall
Over the land lies the Shadow
Westward it reaches
On Wings of Darkness

The Tower trembles
To the Tomb of Kings
Doom approaches

Out of the Black Years
come the words
the Herald of Death

Listen - It speaks to
those who were not
born to die:

"One Ring to Rule them all
One Ring to find them,
One Ring to bring them all
and in the darkness bind them".